CAMPING SAFELY DURING COVID-19

If campgrounds near you are closed due to COVID-19, try to recreate the camping experience in your living room or backyard!

Prepare your food and camping gear
Even if you aren't leaving your home, packing your gear can make you feel like you're going on a trip.

Pitch a tent
Whether it's in your living room or backyard, make sure to pitch a tent. If you have kids who are new to camping, this could be a fun way for them to learn.

Make your first meal
After setting up the campsite, it's time to eat. Enjoy the meal you packed earlier or cook something up using an electric or propane grill.

Play some fun games
Incorporate some fun games during your family camping trip with games like charades, card games or scavenger hunts.

Please be sure to sign the petition to protect the San Gabriel Mountains and submit a testimonial at: www.apifm.org/protect